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FOOD & DRINK
The Mouth

By Nanci Tangeman

The hills
have eyes
Restaurant Pulpo
Willemsparkweg 87, 676 0700
Mon-Sat 17.30-00.00
Cash, PIN, credit cards

I used to be a cocky linguist. Years ago,
on my ﬁrst visit to Portugal, I conﬁdently translated museum placards
and menus using my eight years of
beginner’s Spanish. I ﬁgured, how different could the two languages be? It
wasn’t until Partner-in-all-thingsuntranslatable and I stepped into a cafe
in the hills near Sintra that I learned my
linguistic lesson.
That’s when I met my first polvo.
Not a pollo, or chicken, as I expected
when I ordered, but an eight-legged,
bulging-headed, glaring octopus
sprawled on a plate, waiting for my
tentative knife and fork. It wouldn’t
have been so bad—my little friend was extremely tasty-—except
that the entire population of the village seemed to be in the cafe to
witness my mistaken translation.
Pollo. Polvo. What a difference one letter (not to mention
centuries of cultural evolution) can make. Change two more letters and your linguistic detour takes you right inside the door of
tonight’s restaurant.
Pulpo is the Spanish word for octopus and at Restaurant
Pulpo it is always on offer. This evening my little friend is nestled in a starter of linguini, mussels and stewed fennel (€9). He
is sliced, peppered and, ironically, tastes like chicken—the gentlest, most delicate chicken on earth.

Pulpo’s menu offers three courses—
starter, main and dessert—for a set price
(€29), but you can also order a la carte.
My linguistic skills may be poor, but my
math skills are strong. As we devour the
soft, sesame-pocked bread and hummus, I notice that if we order the set
menu, we end up with a free dessert.
I choose the red snapper with
lemon potato mash, green asparagus
and sauce antiboise with capers,
onions and tomato (€20 a la carte).
Partner starts with paper-thin slices of
Carpaccio, covered with herbed oil
and shavings of Grana Padano (€9). He
then screws up my math epiphany by
ordering ﬁllet steak with roasted potatoes, mushrooms and trufﬂe gravy, the
lone dish with a supplemental charge
(€3). We round out with Amsterdam’s
only rucola-free salad (€4).
Pulpo’s menu has a deﬁnite North
African bent: grilled tuna with chickpeas; chicken skewers with pumpkin;
lamb curry with cardamom yogurt and
herbed polenta served with a colourful
mash of green peas and mint. But Pulpo’s decor is more ‘lighting
showroom circa 1972’. Chrome ﬁxtures line the walls; decoration
is minimal. No curious villagers stare at us as we decipher the
tastes: a touch of cinnamon in the couscous, orange blossom
essence in the coconut panacotta and a ﬂavour mystery that takes
some time to solve in the pineapple and mango dice with pistachio
ice cream (no spoilers here!).
The ﬂats of Amsterdam may be far from the hills of Portugal,
but every time we visit Restaurant Pulpo, I think about that ﬁrst
scowling cephalopod and the eyes of the village upon us. As for
Partner-in-all-things-memorable, he just comes along to remind me
of the linguistic arrogance that ﬁrst landed it on my plate.
___

This evening my little friend is
nestled in a starter of linguini,
mussels and stewed fennel.

A night in the life...

By Sarah Gehrke

Dinner etiquette
De Zotte
Raamstraat 29
Open Mon-Thur, Sun 16.00-01.00, Fri,
Sat 16.00-03.00
Cash, PIN
‘So he turns to the waiter, and says “I’ll
have the same.”’ Utter horror in the
speaker’s eyes. Sympathetic looks
from his male companion. ‘So then,’ he
continues, ‘I actually pretended I
changed my mind last-minute, and
called after the waiter, and changed
my order.’
‘I don’t get it.’ The girl at the table
shakes her head. ‘If you’re having dinner with another man, you can’t order
the same thing? Why? Is it un-manly or
something?’ Both guys at the table get
quite wound up now, the first one
almost shouting: ‘I know, that’s the
problem! Many people don’t get it!
That’s why I always insist on ordering
last! But sometimes it doesn’t work,
they take ages to decide or something,
and then there you are.’ A last weary
shake of the head, and then the guy
gets up for another round of beer.
Yes, a night in Zotte means many
beers. Many Belgian beers—the antidote to Dutch beers. They’re dark,
served in curvy glasses, and are very
strong—both in flavour and alcohol
content. So in order to be able to han-

Beer price: €2.25 for a vaasje (Amstel).
Emergency food: Thick brown bread with herb butter or
pâté.
Special interior feature: It’s all brown and charmingly
messy. And they have the strangest chandelier that has
ever been seen, with what looks like neon tubes attached.
Predominant shoe type: Boots of different sorts.
Typically ordered drink: Duh! Belgian beers.
Smoking situation: A few tables outside.
Tune of the night: Violent Femmes, ‘Blister in the Sun’.
Mingling factor: Medium.
State of toilets near closing time: The signs say
Vrouwkes and Mannekes, respectively. Apart from
that, it’s all normal.

dle many Belgian beers, it’s best if
you’ve had a hearty dinner before,
which is also very possible here.
After eating you can lavishly sink
into conversation about, well, anything.
It doesn’t really matter what you’re
talking about here—the Belgian beers
will elevate all chitchat to a heartfelt
debate, growing more passionate with
every sip. And though Zotte is relatively
spacious, it’s still dark and cosy, ﬁlled
with all those signs and pictures on the
walls that no Belgian beer bar can
apparently do without—all of which
adds to that living room feel, stimulating one’s debating skills even further.
A few hours and many Belgian
beers later, I still haven’t got over the
discussion overheard at the beginning
of the night, and I decide to get a second opinion. ‘What?’ says the guy I’m
with, when I ask if he also thinks that
men can’t order the same dish if they’re
out for dinner alone. ‘Why? Is it unmanly or something?’ I say that, yes, I
believe that was the reason. ‘That’s
bullshit,’ he says, getting quite wound
up now, ‘and I’ll tell you why. Imagine
four guys going out for dinner together.
Three of them order steak. One of
them orders chicken. Now who’s unmanly there?’
He’s got a point. A point which, of
course, he wishes to extend into a long
discussion. Ah well, okay then. Let’s
just get in another round of Belgian
beers ﬁrst.
___

